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a8 the Ultimate Sta;ndard of Length,. by ALBERT A. 
MICHELSON and Enw. W. MORLEY. 

IN the problem of making a light wave a practical standard 
of length, it is desirable to use as an intermediate standard a 
metal bar bearing two plane surfaces at the greatest distance 
apart at which interference (between two pencils having this 
difference of path) is accurately measurable. Some preliminary 
experiments have shown that in the case of the green mercury 
wave the distance may be a fourth of a meter. To keep well 
within limits, however, it is safe to say that an intermediate 
standard one-eighth of a meter long is entirely practicable. 
Such a distance will contain about a quarter of a million waves. 
The fractions of a wave present no especial difficulty; but to 
find the whole number when it is so large is not so simple a 
matter. 

The following plan has been adopted and it is believed that 
by its means the chances of errol' are reduced to a minimum. 

A series of intermediate measures were constructed alike in 
all respects save that the distances between the two planes were 
made very nearly 2-11, 2-1°, 2-9, 2-8, 2-7 of a meter. 

A description of one of these will answer for all. It consists 
of a brass bar provided with two sets of brass studs against 
which are pressed by spiral springs two silvered glass pieces 
two cm. square and about 0'6 cm. thick. The reflection takes 
place from the front silrface, and the distance between these 
snrfaces was adjusted as follows:-
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The plane-parallel glasses are pressed by springs against three 
brass studs which are adjusted by filing away the studs to 
within a few waves of the desired length, and till the angle 
between the planes was less than half a second. The former 
operation was effected by the instrument described at the meet
ing of the National Academy in New Haven, which for want 
of a better term may be called the" interferential comparer." 
And the latter by the" refractometer" also previously described. 

The relation between these intermediate bars which, commenc
ing with the shortest (about half a millimeter), shall be desig
nated ABO.D E F G HI, was then determined with a mean 
error of a fifth of a wave, as described below, by the "com
parer," and the last one compared directly with a standard 
meter. Thus.the absolute length of.A was found to be 0'4891 
mm. -: 0'0001 mm. This was divided by the wave-length of 
sodium light taken from Rowland's tables and 2A was thns 
to contain 1659'1 ~ '2 of the longer sodium waves (A=5896·08) . 
.A was then placed in the refractometer and the correct fraction 
found to be '01 instead of '10; so 2...1.= 1659·01An• With this 
corrected value of the length of .A, B was found to contain 
3314'22 waves, and, when corrected by the refractometer, 
3314'27 waves. 

Similarly 0 was found to contain 6617'84 waves, and when 
corrected,6617·90. .D contained 13287'00, corrected, 13236'99 ; 
and E contained 26472'08, corrected, 26472'18. 

The same process was repeated for other kinds of light to 
diminish the chances of error. ,Besides yellow sodium and red 
lithium, the three bright radiations of mercury in a vacnum 
tube were nsed; namely, a moderately bri~ht double line in 
the yellow, a very brilliant line in the green, and a fainter one 
in the violet. 

The approximate wave-lengths of these were found by direct 
comparison with the solar spectrum and Rowland's maps as 
follow: 

Na, ________ 5896'08 
Na •. _______ 5890'1 
Li _________ 6707'8 

{

Y
1 

_________ 5769'8 
H Y. _________ 5790·6 

g G _________ 5460·6 
V ________ -4358·5 

In the case of sodium it is somewhat difficult to obtain good 
results because the two series of interferences overlap, and espe
cially so because they are of unequlj,lly varying intensities. 
When the flame is bright the intensities are nearly equal-but 
then the light is not sufficiently pure. When the light is faint 
N a. is nearly twice as bright as N a,. Hence to find the fraction 
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corresponding to N a. a correction of one-third the phase-dif
ference between the two was added. The sodium flame gave 
good interference rings with E the longest standard used; but 
when longer standards are used it will be better to use the 
vacuum tube. 

The lithium flame gives very indistinct interference circles 
but is valuable as a check on account of its great wave-length. 

The yellow mercury light has the inconvenience of being 
double; but the two radiations are of nearly equal intensities. 
When, however, the phase-difference amounts to nearly half a 
wave it may be necessary to add or subtract half a wave from 
the observed result. 

The brilliant green line gives beautifully clear circles even 
with a difference of path of half a million waves, so that in all 
probability thi8 will be tl~e wave to be u8ed a8 the ultimate 
8tandard qf length. So far as mere errors of setting are con
cerned, it is easy to obtain results consistent to a fiftieth of a 
wave, and with care to a hundredth. 

The violet is also perfectly clear but the light much fainter. 
Its short wave-length makes it very valuable as a check. 

As has been elsewhere shown the refractometer gives precisely 
the same interference phenomena as two surfaces enclosing a 
plate of air. One of these surfaces corresponds to one of the 
mirrors on the standard; the other to the image of another 
mirror. This image will be called the" reference plane." 

The standard, A, let us say, which has already been carefully 
adjusted for length and parallelism is placed in the refractom
eter and the distance of the reference plane adjusted till the 
interference rings are equally distinct on the upper (rear) and 
the lower (front) surfaces of A. Then the reference plane is 
made to bisect the (extremely small) angle between the upper 
and lower surfaces. This is accomplished by adjusting till there 
is no alteration in the diameter of the rings on either surface 
when the eye is moved vertically or laterally (if the angle is 
zero); or till the alteration is equal and opposite on the two 
surfaces. 

This adjustment is effected by means of the sodium flame, 
without the observing telescope. Temperature and barometric 
pressure are then taken. The reference plane is then moved 
by a fine adjustment till the central spot is black (phase=zero) 
on the upper (mirror) and the diameter of the first ring 
measured by the Troughton micrometer; and the telescope is 
then lowered and the width of the first ring on the lower sur
face measured. Then the phase difference at the lower surface 
is adjusted to zero, and diameter of first ring measured; and 
then the telescope is raised and width of first ring on upper 
mirror is measured. 
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The square of the ratio of two successive measnrements on 
the mirror farthest from the reference plane will be the re
quired result, and should agree, except in sign, with the cor
responding result for the nearer mirror. 

The following is a specimen observation: 

March 12. A Sodium, T = 17°'0, B = 74'55 cm 

Upper Mirror. Lower Mirror. 
557 zero 542 

274 zero 600 
572 zero 554 

260 zero 588 

Means 564 267 548 594 

( 267)' - =0'22 
564 

( 548)' 
- 594 = -0'86 = + 0'14 

0'14 

Final lllean = 0'18 
- 0'19 = corrections for therm., barom. and phase. 

Final result = '99 

rrhe mercury light was obtained by passing sparks from an 
induction coil through an "end on " vacuum tube enclosed in 
a galvanized iron box heated by a Bunsen burner. Before 
passing to the refractometer it was analyzed by a single carbon
disulphide prism. By moving the source, yellow, green, or 
violet light could be examined at pleasure. 

The comparison of intermediate bars is effected as follows: 
The bar, B, let us say, is held 'On a fixed support attached to 

the bed of the com parer, and A is held on a movable carriage 
so that the two are side by side with their lower mirrors in the 
same plane. The reference plane is adjusted to make a slllall 
horizontal angle with the surfaces of B (the vertical angle be
ing adjusted to zero) and then the surfaces of A are adjusted 
to parallelism with B. The carriage holding the combination 
equivalent to the "reference plane" is then released from all 
contact with adjusting screws. The fringes in white light 
under these conditions are vertical lines on the lower surfaces. 
The distance (in fractions of a fringe) between the central 
black fringes and marks on each mirror is noted. 

The reference plane is now moved back till it coincides with 
the upper mirror on A when the fringes in white light appear 
on this surface and the position of the central black fringe is 
again noted. 

N ext A is moved back till the lower mirror coincides once 
more with the" reference plane" and finally the latter is moved 
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back till it coincides with the uppeJ' mirrors of both A and B 
if B 1'8 Just twice A. If not, the fringes and fractions in the 
difference are noted. 

In the actual experiment the fringes always were adjusted 
to move to the right (in the observing telescope) when the ref
erence plane was moving from the observer. 

The following table gives the final results from the observa· 
tions on If in wave·lengths. After the first series was com
pleted all the standards were altered in length and adjustment. 
Series III was taken by another observer. 

Ser. I _____ 5896'08 6707'98 5460'85 
Ser. II _____ 5896'08 6708'00 5460'8.'5 
Ser. III _____ 5896'09 6708'00 5460'85 

5790'70 
5790'07 
5790'68 

4358'42 
4358'42 
4358'41 

Mean ____ 5896'083 6707'993 5460'850 5790'683 4358'417 

The arguments for the accuracy of these results are as fol
lows: 

1st. In every step of every series the mean difference between 
observation and calculation is less than it is when the whole 
number selected is either greater or less. 

2d. In every step of every series the maximum difference 
between the greatest and least values of the errors is less than 
it is when the whole num bel' selected is either greater or less, 

3d. In every step of every series the difference between the 
errors of the longest and shortest waves, namely, lithium and 
violet mercury, is less than it is when the whole number is 
either greater or less. 

4th. In every step of every series the number selected as 
agreeing most nearly with the results of observation differs 
less than six tenths of a wave, and usually less than three 
tenths of a wave from the number found by the compareI'. 

5th. In every step the results of the three independent series 
agree within 0'15 of a wave. 

It may be considered reasonably certain therefore that the 
number of waves in the distance between the two planes of 
the standard E is known to within about one part in a million, 
It is also reasonably certain that the distance may be increased 
at least eight fold and hence the error reduced to less than one 
part in eight millions. 

These results have been attained with apparatus having 
many imperfections and inconveniences. With better appli
ances and with the benefit of the experience gained it is hoped 
the last trace of uncertainty may be removed and the whole 
op01'ation of establishing a material standard a meter long 
whose length in light waves is known to within one part in 
one million, and perhaps one in ten millions may be accom
plished with ease and certainty. 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

As has been previously stated, the only serious source of 
error to be feared in this method is a mistake in the whole 
number of waves in one or more of the "intermediate stand
ards." 

Notwithstanding the cumulative evidence just cited, it must 
be admitted that such a mistake may have occurred-and the 
numbers given in the table would require further and inde
pendent confirmation before being accepted as final. 

Some months after the preceding paper was read a letter was 
received from Professor Rowland giving numbers for the rela
tive wave-lengths of sodium and mercury lines by the grating 
method, as follows: 

The upper line repeats the means of the preceding tahle 
corrected to agree with the latest of Rowland's tables "by add
ing so1ro-o; the lower are Rowland's figures. 

Nal Hg Hgl 
M. & M. _____ 5896·157 5460'918 5700'755 
R. ____ .------5896·156 5460'94 5790'86" 

* Marked "poor reading," 

Hg. 
4358'470 
4358'49 

In view of this final and"almost complete confirmation these 
results may be taken not merely to prove the feasibility of the 
method, but as an accurate and reliable measurement of tlte 
relative wave-lengths of these radiations. As the whole num
ber of waves used in this work was but a tenth of the number 
to be used in the final work-and as the relative error will be 
diminished in this proportion, nearly, it would seem that the 
claim made for the possible degree of accuracy attainable by 
this method of measurement has already been justified. 




